
“I find the Celtic belief very reasonable, that the souls of those we have lost are held
captive in some inferior creature, in an animal, in a plant, in some inanimate thing,
effectively lost to us until the day, which for many never comes, when we happen to pass
close to the tree, come into possession of the object that is their prison. Then they
quiver, they call out to us, and as soon as we have recognized them, the spell is broken.
Delivered by us, they have overcome death and they return to live with us.”

― Marcel Proust, Swann's Way (In Search of Lost Time #1)



Your body is a vessel
with which allows you to carry out this moment,
these momentary funerals.



Sometimes death is wisdom and
decay is fruit.



I’m thinking about you.
Are you recalling me?

How are we?

We become. Under many knowing minds
our heart reverberates.
Above the soil that caressed the earth
and everything it forms,
We become.
The arrival of our ending, undulating
Most tenderly, most beloved
precious light. A sculpture of soul
uninhabited, and wet
from the rain that befalls the warm terrains.
Such an enigmatic painting
The house of soft love
Sound surrounded.
I have witnessed it, the soft love
Embedded in me
like wet earth, unfurling still
It watches over me
a line paints time tenderly
like dew on a budding weed
The universe blue.



Death is
My suffering and love
of all which has loved
and suffered me.

So I seek you, and
I return.

Death
Encased in my limbs
Nightwater
decaying me anew.

What’s left of me
is a place of sleep.

A breath here, a breath there.
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Be seen
Begin

Become
Return

Breathing



Because; maybe, right now is the very time to be very much alive.


